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Jean Haesaert 

(Professor: Ghent University) 

Reflections on Some Declarations of the Rights of Man 

 

 

[Editor’s Note: we have made some minor adjustments to the syntax and structure of the original essay, 

in order to facilitate reading.] 

 

The memorandum on Human Rights dated 27 March 1927 brings out, clearly and 

completely, the difficulties in the way of any general Declaration today. Having as its 

object "to reconcile by some means the various divergent or opposing formulations 

now in existence", it must be not only "sufficiently definite to have real significance 

both as an inspiration and as a guide to practice", but also “sufficiently general and 

flexible to apply to all men, and to be capable of modification to suit peoples at 

different stages of social and political development while yet retaining significance 

for them and their aspirations”. Is not this what is called squaring the circle? 

 

Moreover, all the declarations which have played a part in modern history, from the 

l776 Declaration of Independence down to the Fourth French Republic's declaration 

of rights in 1946, have stumbled, mutatis mutandis, against similar difficulties. Their 

authors were unable, more particularly, to solve the technical problem before them, a 

problem which the Memorandum has very properly stressed on the present occasion. 
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I am not speaking of the obscurities, misconceptions and contradictions which these 

documents reveal. Discussion of the documents, which generally began in an 

atmosphere of enthusiasm, more often resulted in votes dictated by exhaustion, in 

which such peccadilloes were passed over. There are more serious shortcomings 

than these, and they represent real professional mistakes. 

 

I would mention the following: 

 

1.These proclamations quickly dated. They were overtaken by events and their effects 

betrayed the intentions of those who drafted them. Freedom of labor in the United 

States of America opened the way to strikes which imperiled victory and are even 

today prejudicing a return to normalcy. The freedom of the trade-unions has been 

marshalled against the State. The freedom of the press has become the perquisite of 

a few magnates who, whatever one may say, make and unmake opinion. Adjustments 

have everywhere been necessary: the 116,OOO,OOO working days which they lost 

in 1946 will perhaps lead the Americans to revise the National Labor Relations Act 

and to forbid collective abandonment of work.  

 

…Other provisions in the declarations have remained a dead letter. Equality has been 

reduced to the narrow civic equality that we know so well. Political equality has barely 

begun and economic equality is not considered, Resistance to oppression is hunted 

down wherever it appears, but oppression itself is flourishing, thanks to the crises 

which pursue us, and it threatens rights the possessors of which have no means of 

defending themselves. 
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These facts are sufficient proof that all the work so far done has been ineffective. It 

has been ineffective because no realism, no sense of law and no professional skill 

were brought to beer upon it. 

 

(a) In the first place, the authors of these declarations were fired by a political passion 

- which was still hot, or had barely cooled, and concentrated their attention upon their 

own special position and the times in which they lived. The Virginia Bill of Rights 

(1776) is steeped in a pioneering spirit, which was itself fed by religious fervor. The 

principles of l789 reflect the revolt of the Third Estate. Those of l793 reveal the mind 

of the pure revolutionaries who viewed with suspicion the encroachments of 

authority. The Belgian Constitution of 185l was a reaction against the Dutch régime, 

while the preamble of the l926 declaration reflects not only the 1940 psychosis but 

the "arrival" of the masses and their contradictory aspirations, bent as they are upon 

both freedom and planning. 

 

These turbulent improvisers, with their blind concentration upon themselves, did not 

stop to think that a charter applies to generations to come and that, although the 

latter may in a general way converge in the long run, their physiognomies and 

structures differ. This difference produces so many surprises that it would be better, 

on this subject, not to commit the future in matters of detail. It is hopeless, in any 

case, to attempt to do so; tomorrow will have no hesitation in releasing itself from 

today, and the new rebels can resort to unforeseen stratagems to evade precautions 

taken by earlier stabilizers. What is to be done? The answer is that the rules laid down 

must apply to factors that are constant. I do no mean that they should crumble away 

in abstractions. They must remain positive, but be elastic enough to absorb change, 
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Charters should contain only what is essential. The rest is matter for the law, for 

regulations and above all for jurisprudence. 

 

Under laws and regulations there is room for second thoughts, relaxations, 

adaptations and resistance to abuses. In the face of this constant give-and-take 

between rights and their limitation, no document could succeed in drawing a 

demarcation line which would cover all possible cases. It requires the intelligent 

intervention of the man who is able to weigh all the decisive factors end 

imponderabilia. The important thing is therefore to establish this office of arbitrator, 

and to establish it in such a way that it will be effective. This is the surest means of 

guaranteeing that the principle will remain constant through all the vicissitudes of 

history and that it will be protected against malicious attacks. 

 

The general framework of this arrangement - the drifting of the principle and the 

setting up of a judicial body – must therefore be sufficiently wide to command all 

circumstances. A standard, therefore, is likely to be preferable to a rule. 

 

The standard is commonly known to be a form of directive. It is a compromise 

between the need of a right to be secured end its need to develop. It indicates, in a 

general way, what the legislator wants to achieve. It develops according both to the 

subject-matter of the standard and the rank of the legislator; the development is 

greater in regard to the principle than in regard to the ways in which that principle is 

applied; it is greater for the constitution-maker than for the ordinary lawgiver. Articles 

l and 6 of the Soviet Penal Code, as well as article l of the Soviet Civil Code, are classic 
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examples of a standard; and there are several examples in American law, especially 

the due process of law so constantly invoked. 

 

In the case we are considering, the subject-matter represents the very basis of social 

life and the legislator is represented by the member of a constituent assembly. The 

expansion of the formula must therefore be as wide as possible, though it must not 

cease to be a guide; to state, as in l848, that the Republic is based on …. "public 

order" has no practical significance. 

 

(b) Moreover, on the occasion of each fresh social change, the new masters have 

advanced their own ideals by clothing them with the name of rights. This procedure 

reduces the charter to the level of a program, or even of an electoral platform; it 

becomes no more than a catalogue of claims, ill-assorted and impassioned; additions 

or deletions are made as feeling dictates. The authority of the charter is thereby 

undermined. 

 

The Constitution of l789 mentions, in somewhat of a jumble, liberty, equality, 

property, security, resistance against oppression, the right to take part in drawing up 

laws and to occupy public positions, individual freedom, freedom of opinion, and the 

right to fix, vote and control taxation.  

 

The Constitution of 23 June 1795, more social in character, adds not only the right of 

assembly, but freedom of work, culture and trade, the right to public assistance and 

the right of petition. The Belgian Constitution, which had the benefit of considerable 

recent experience and approached the matter more soberly, suppressed the right of 
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resistance to oppression, circumscribed the right of petition and introduced the 

inviolability of domicile, the free use of languages, the inviolability of correspondence 

and the right of association.  

 

The l946 Declaration incorporated the principles of l789 as a whole and frenziedly 

added, with a stroke of the pen, the right of asylum, the right to work, the right to 

trades union activity, the right to strike, the right to the collective fixing of working 

conditions, the right to the management of enterprises and to the nationalization of 

the most important of them, the right to the development of the individual and the 

family, and the right to health, material. security, rest, recreation and culture. It then 

surpassed itself by guaranteeing the same rights to all men and women in the French 

Union.  At which, the lawyer, the economist and the sociologist are left breathless and 

aghast. 

 

These declarations seen therefore to have been mere intellectual excursions. They 

take no account of ways and means; for them, everything has been achieved once the 

formula has been drain up in more or less clear-cut terms. No matter what trouble it 

causes; no matter what the state of society is, or what means are available for putting 

the principles into practice; all this, to these visionaries, is trifling detail. The right to 

Work and to manage enterprises is established, no matter whether the economy 

perishes, as a result; when finances are exhausted, the right to leisure is proclaimed; 

every individual receives the right to vote, even if he cannot read and write. 

Circumstances, however, will not be jostled, hard facts remain hard facts.  Society has 

its traditions, and demography its laws; economics exercises its sway, and even 
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geography has not lost all influence.  And all the while the historical situation proffers 

or withholds a chance, as the case may be. 

 

2 These documents do not emphasize sufficiently that there can only be rights when 

they are accompanied by corresponding duties. Philosophers have always been 

careful to make this clear. Indeed, the National Catholic Welfare Conference, on 1 

February last, began by defining man's duties, to fulfil which, it said, he receives 

certain rights.  

 

This is pushing matters too far, but it does emphasize & relationship between rights 

and duties in the absence of which rights alone constitute a public danger. 

Admittedly some declarations - for example, those of 1789 (Article l) and l795 (Article 

6) - acknowledge this condition; others ignore it; but none gives it...its due 

prominence. 

 

The result has been that disorder which is now familiar to Ell and the discredit which 

has overtaken the vaunted individualism in these declarations. 

 

3. The technical needs of legislation also demand a structural relationship which 

allows some to exact and compels others to fulfil this requirement. They presuppose 

sanctions where the obligation is evaded. Liberty and equality may be established, 

but fraternity is elusive. To state in a charter, as the Americans did in 1776, that man 

has the right to seek happiness is to confuse terns and to talk philosophy instead of 

legal regulations. It is idle to claim the right to progress or to health. Health is 
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normally a natural gift, and progress is in the hands of fate, which walks like the blind 

and makes signs like the deaf. 

 

Conclusion. In the case of every single State, declarations have proved, owing to the 

shortcomings we have described, incapable of adjusting themselves to social 

evolution. If we were to make the same mistakes on the international level, these 

would inevitably, and even more pronouncedly produce the same results. A common 

formula must therefore be restricted to principles, in their widest possible 

application; for the rest, each State must translate them, as need be, into the legal 

measures which seem most indicated. But the formula will in any case provide for the 

establishment within each community of a jurisdictional organ to apply the law in 

question, i.e. to pass from the general standard to the rule deriving therefrom and 

from the rule to the particular case. 

 

Nowhere less than here does the rule suffice to prescribe conduct or settle a conflict; 

it is a mere instrument, and in order to be effective requires a man who can apply it 

discriminatingly. He alone can assess the actual situation properly and arrive at a 

suitable decision in full knowledge of the facts and according to a proper procedure. 

Since he will be a professional, he will have no difficulty in avoiding those technical 

mistakes which have made the declarations so vulnerable. 

 

An international organization cannot do more than this if it is not to run the risk of 

achieving something that is not only useless but dangerous. 

 

The universal declaration would be confined to the following paragraphs: 
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I. Man has an indefeasible right to the respect and development of his physical and 

moral personality, to the extent that these are compatible with the essential needs 

and the potentialities of collective life; and he assumes responsibilities corresponding 

to those rights. 

 

II. The law of a country decides, where necessary, how these principles are to be 

applied, and provides the sanctions required to ensure their effective application. 

 

III. A special tend independent court will, in each State, alone be competent in this 

matter. It may refuse to apply any measure that is contrary to the principles 

enunciated in Article I, whatever be the authority that has taken such a measure. 

Appeals will be heard before an International Court of Justice. 

 

Comment 

 

Article I 

 

Personality: Every moment in civilization reveals man in a particular form. The content 

of personality therefore varies according to the particular state of society at the 

moment. 

 

This personality must be protected; under the above text, its value is fundamental. 

Once again, the assessment of this value, in importance and extent, is contingent; it 

can never be completely denied nor become absolute for the individual.  It depends: 
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(a) on the essential needs of collective life 

 

The existence of a society presupposes certain basic conditions which cannot be 

conjured away Without the group itself being endangered. The individual is subject 

to these conditions, for apart from the community in which he lives he has virtually no 

existence. The needs, however, are essential needs and are few in number; as they 

are independent of the environment and the moment, they readily leap to the eye. 

They cannot therefore be defined arbitrarily.  

 

They may be summed up as: the optimum population, the means of subsistence, 

territory, public order and the political structure They are necessary end inescapable. 

There are no others, however; so there is no danger of totalitarianism, which, on the 

pretext of acting on behalf of higher interests, is actually designed to profit those in 

power. 

 

(b) On the potentialities 

 

The potentialities of a society vary from moment to moment, and restrict its policy. 

One cannot spend more than one has. It is useless to claim an annual pension of at 

least $2,500 for every aged person; if the means are not to hand, this is a utopia. The 

right to work is no less sacred; but what if an international crisis closes the markets for 

it? Desires are of no avail where means are lacking; the latter govern the former. This 

provision eliminates the danger of demagogy. 
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Finally, Article I brings out the connection between rights and duties, without which 

liberty becomes license, as has often been shown in the past. 

 

Article II 

 

Strictly speaking, it would seem superfluous to elaborate the principle by texts 

defining how it is to be applied in individual cases. In practice, however, this may be 

desirable; the task must be left to a legislator at a lower level than the constituent 

assembly, so as to permit progressive adaption according to circumstances 

 

Sanctions apply to individuals as well as to those in power. 

 

Article III 

 

This article emphasizes the special importance of jurisprudence, which as the history 

of English law shows, is the best adapting instrument. The court concerned, however, 

must be independent of the other organs of the State and must have jurisdiction over 

them when freedoms are called in question. One thinks, obviously, of the Supreme 

Court in the United States, which decides as to the constitutional nature of laws. 

 

Lawyers are well aware that laws are powerless apart from custom. But the peoples, 

for the most part, have neither the reflex of liberty nor the sense of solidarity which 

goes with it. 
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In short, the essential thing is not the law, but the general social habits of the 

community, of which the law is but the instrument. In most cases, indeed, the law is 

not a creative institution. In our context it is usually education alone that can establish 

liberty and show how it is to be rightly used. To look for formulae instead of 

educating people is to court fresh disappointment; the most eloquent declarations in 

the world night with advantage be replaced by a spirit of the good neighbor, and it is 

more for the educator than for the lawyer to foster it. 

 

 

Brussels, 29 April 1947 

(Translated from French) 

 


